Bacterial Sepsis Secondary to Red Blood Cells Transfusion Despite Routine Platelet Culture Screening: A Case Report
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Background

Bacterial contamination of hemocomponents is a leading cause of transfusion related fatality. Culturing components may detect the presence of bacteria, thus reducing the risk of a septic result after transfusion. Bacteria that contaminate blood products may originate from donor skin flora, from donor asymptomatic bacteremia or from contamination during blood processing.

Case Report

A 35-year-old female developed fever and hypotension after receiving a 25-day-old red blood cells (RBC) Group O, D- unit. Cultures from the RBC unit were positive for the presence of Staphylococcus capitis and, the platelets culture was negative to date in aerobic bottle. No abnormalities were identified on review of Collection and processing records.

Conclusion

Skin bacteria were implicated in an adverse RBC transfusion reaction and current screening methods for PLTs are not sufficient to detect all bacterial contamination. The routine use of an anaerobic culture bottle in addition to an aerobic bottle to both increase the sensitivity of detection and capture potentially clinically significant organisms. Donor skin desinfection methods are not simple and, multiple factors are envolved in the efficacy of the procedure.

Description of Case Report

A 35-year-old female developed fever and hypotension after receiving 25-day-old red blood cells (RBC) Group O, D- unit. The reaction began 15 minutes after the unit was started. The transfusion was given for transvaginal bleeding after postpartum because hemoglobin was 5.8 g per dL (Hemocue). Dyspnea, increasing fever (36.2-38.3°C) occurred. Posttransfusion pulse rate was 79 per minutes and blood pressure was 113/63. Sepsis was suspected and the transfusion was stopped immediately and the open port was sampled the blood component bag placed in a sealed plastic bag to contain leakage, to decrease the risk of posttransfusion contamination and transfusion reaction evaluation was initiated. Our service has a standard operating procedure for performing an evaluation of a product implicated in a transfusion reaction. The bag was inspected to detect any visible anomaly. Blood cultures were not obtained from the patient before administering antibiotic therapy. Platelet unit was not transfused but one more RBC unit was transfused later without any event.

The blood bank was notified immediately because co components from the same donation may also be contaminated. The co component (fresh frozen plasma) was placed in quarantine pending further information. The residual volume of the RBC unit was cultured into a set of aerobic and anaerobic culture bottles (BacT/ALERT, bioMérieux). After treatment with broad-spectrum antibiotics, she was eventually discharged from the hospital.

Laboratory workup revealed no evidence of hemolysis. Gram stain of the residual component showed gram-positive cocci. Cultures of the unit grew Staphylococcus capitis within a few hours of aerobic and anaerobic bottles inoculations. A second sample is drawn and inoculated into a new aerobic bottle for confirmatory culture. Both initial and confirmatory positive culture bottles were sent for bacterial isolation and identification with an automatic testing system (VITEK, bioMérieux, Durham, NC).

The donor was a 35-year-old man Group O, D- who met all donor suitability criteria. At the time of donation, he indicated that he felt well denied chronic or other systemic diseases. Predonation temperature was 36.7°C, blood pressure was 122/78 and hemoglobin was 15.8 g per dL (Hemocue).

A review of collection and processing records revealed an uneventful donation procedure without evidence of technical abnormalities. The skin preparation was first scrubbed roughly with 10% povidone-iodine for 30 seconds. Any excess was then removed by sterile swabs. A 70% alcohol swab was then applied in a concentric and spiral manner for another 30 seconds. Alcohol was allowed to evaporate completely before venipuncture [1] there was no difficulty obtaining venous access, and repeated venipunctures were not performed. The platelets (PLT) concentrate unit from the same donor were cultured previously (5-day-old) using BacT/ALERT aerobic (BPA) blood culture bottle (BacT/ALERT, bioMérieux) as previously described. In brief, a sample is obtained from each pool (5 units) 18 to 24 hours after whole blood collection, inoculated into a BPA, and incubated on the instrument for 7 days. The volume of pool sample was 10 mL. The culture was negative to date.

The blood bank informed the final results of the investigetion such as cultures, isolate identification, and other laboratory results.

Discussion

Transfusion-associated bacterial sepsis due to contaminated platelets (PLT) is one of the most serious complications of transfusion and a leading cause of transfusion-associated morbidity and mortality [2]. The risk of receiving bacterial contaminated products is estimated to be 50 to 250 times higher than the combined risk per unit of transfusion-related infection with human immunodeficiency virus I
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and II, hepatitis C virus, hepatitis B virus, and, human T-lymphotropic virus-I and - II [3].

Bacteria that contaminate blood products may originate from donor skin flora, from donor asymptomatic bacteremia or from contamination during blood processing [4]. Since the adoption of preventive measures, transfusion-related septic reactions are relatively rare, occurring at a frequency of less than 1 in 15,000 to 1 in 100,000 transfusions. The vast majority of septic transfusion reactions become symptomatic during the transfusion or within 4 hours afterward and, the majority of positive cultures are normal skin flora (e.g., Staphylococcus spp., Streptococcus spp.) suggesting contamination at the time of phlebotomy [5,6].

The estimated risk of bacterial septic reaction after transfusion is approximately 10-fold higher for each unit of PLTs compared with each unit of RBC [2-7]. Each year, nearly 14 million RBC units are transfused in the United States, of which an estimated 1 in 31,000 to less than 1 per 1 million RBC units may be bacterially contaminated and the reports suggest that bacterial contamination in RBC units is a concern and that unrecognized cases, underreporting, and regional variation may account for observed differences in incidence. Bacteria found in transfusion-associated sepsis with RBC units have evolved psychrophiles, which are capable of growth at temperatures of 1-4°C for up to 42 days and have been found to proliferate at low temperatures to more than 105 CFUs per mL [8]. Only approximately 17 percent of transfused contaminated products give rise to a reported septic transfusion reaction due to failure of the patient to react (in neutropenic patients or that already on antibiotic therapy), failure to recognize septic reactions, and/or failure to report those reactions that are recognized to the transfusion service [9].

Here has been reported a septic reaction with culture-tested platelets probably due to false-negative results associated with bacterial detection in single-bottle culture system. Transfusion of a bacterially contaminated unit frequently does not result in a clinically significant transfusion reaction. Bacterial load, growth kinetics, pathogenicity, and recipient characteristics can all affect the clinical consequences of transfusion of a contaminated unit [10]. The PLTs samples for culture were taken 5-day-old after component production and were issued as negative to date and could be transfused. In general, units contaminated with a high bacterial load of rapidly growing organisms are more likely to cause septic reactions and more likely to have a positive culture sooner after inoculation and be removed from inventory before transfusion [10]. In this experience the product was transfused and the PLTs culture did not become positive (aerobic culture) and, adverse reactions was observed. The patient did not receive concomitant antibiotic therapy, which can inhibit the growth of bacteria in blood cultures. Continuing reports of septic reactions after transfusion of cultured-tested PLTs, and frequent single-bottle-positive results when testing with two-bottle system, suggest appreciable levels of false negative results with a commercially available bacterial detection system and the time to reactivity was accelerated in a BPN bottle compared to a BPA bottle (Bact/ALERT) [11,12]. RBC units may be sample 1 to 3 days after collection for optimal efficacy [8] and addition of anaerobic culture to our routine would significantly increase the detection rate of contamination as previously described [1].

Another issue is the donor desinfection methods that are not simple and multiple factors are involved in the efficacy of the procedure and choosing the best method is dependent on these factors (disinfectant number, type, volume, concentration, or type of container, the decision to perform a single- or a double step disinfection method, the application method, drying time, donors features and staff experience) [13].
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